What parents are saying …..

After joining Your SFA class my son has shown good changes in his attitude. He has developed self-confidence and became more responsible at home and school. Now he is able to communicate with his friends.

Mrs. Manek (mother)

My child is now confident at his studies, homework and sports. He has made his timings for TV, sports and studies. All thanks to SFA. It is an excellent programme.

Mr. Ashok Haswar (father)

Now a days we find our daughter Shruti to be more responsible, confident, sharing and who does well with peer pressure. The book "Surprising Years" has guided us to deal with our child.

Mr. & Mrs. Pratap Vaidya

For further information: -
Lions Quest in India Foundation
B-94, Pariseema Complex, C G Road, Ahmedabad 380 006
Visit : www.lionsquestinindia.org
Call : 08866436396 / +91 79 26407196
Email: lqifoffice@gmail.com
"If the child misses the value based education of 25,000 hours in the school campus, no Government or society can establish a transparent society or a society with integrity."

Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam
Former President, India

In day to day life, all the parents must have observed many behavioral changes in their children. Some of them could be as under.....

- Child spends hours in front of the mirror/TV/Video games!
- He/She talks more with friends than you.
- He/She doesn’t listen to you.
- He/she is embarrassed when you show emotions in public.
- Suddenly the words, “You don’t understand me; “Generation gap” features in the conversations.
- All of a sudden he/she has become argumentative & shouts “Don’t advise me”.
- Violent and Disorganized behavior.

Have you ever thought the reasons for such changes? The experts have mentioned some of following reasons for changes in the behavior of the children

- Physical changes in the body of a child.
- Hormonal changes at adolescence age
- Environmental changes
- Lack of communication with parents and teachers
- Physically an adult but emotionally a child.
- Lacking guidance from a right source & unable to express himself / herself.
- Increased intellectual capability.
- Changing culture, lifestyle of society.

The whole world is changing very fast and situation of today’s world is alarming. Experts working with the children have made some of the following observations

- Increasing stress and tensions among teenagers.
- Children have frustrations, examination fear, depression & tendency to commit suicide.
- Children shoot the school bully.
- Adverse effect of TV & Internet.
- Obscene images found in mobile of children.
- Substance abuse, involvement in anti-social activities and increasing crime rate amongst children.
- Increasing number of STD cases in young people

He/She NEEDS YOU, but is too arrogant to say so. You want to help him/her but don’t understand his/her needs and these results into the frustrations & unusual behavior

World is changing very fast!

IF YOU WANT TO HELP YOUR CHILD, YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND HIM/HER AND FOR THAT YOU NEED THE GUIDANCE OF EXPERTS OR A PROGRAMME

Lions Quest:
Skills for Adolescence

is the programme which is recommended by UNICEF, UNESCO & WHO for this purpose. It imparts following skills to the child and makes them a good human being and a good citizen

- Self Confidence
- Self Discipline
- Self Determination
- Good Judgement
- Ability to get along with others
- Positive commitments to their family, school, friends and community
- Promising to lead a healthy and drug-free life
- Service learning
- Setting the goals
- Peaceful conflict resolution
- National integration and good citizenship

These skills are provided by a one year school curriculum through trained teachers who are trained in a world class workshop, organized by Lions Quest in India Foundation.

We provide a special book to the child and also to the parents.

Your Child is future. Their orientation towards social values and ethics depend upon how we nurture them. Lions Quest Skills for Adolescence provides all these at a cost, which can be equal to one time family dinner in a restaurant or one month rent of your cable 1 TV.

If you want your child to grow healthy, happy and away from all negative influences, then invest such a small amount for better future of your child.